
PARROT HYDROFOIL DRONE

Fly and sail as you feel!
Discover Parrot Hydrofoil Drone, one of our second-generation Minidrones. The hydrofoil is a 
hybrid drone that uses its propellers to move on fresh water. Its nautical structure props the 
Hydrofoil Drone up 5 to 6 cm above the water, in a balanced manner. Fast and easy to pilot, it 
speeds up to 10kph (6.2 mph) on water. 
You can also fly your Minidrone for an incomparable piloting experience!

Be a captain, be a pilot, take on the challenge
Parrot Hydrofoil Drone is a Two drones in one! You can 
use the Hydrofoil structure to glide through water and 
then remove it and fly the Minidrone in all directions. 
Enjoy navigating with AQUATIC MODE: Built with 
streamlined foils and a hydrodynamic hull, Parrot Hydro-
foil Drone is ultra-stable and moves with amazing dexte-
rity and speed on water. 
Easily controlled by a smartphone or a tablet, you can 
perform rapid moves and turns. Its performance on the 
water’s surface is amazing!                                                                                 
Convert your Parrot Hydrofoil for FLIGHT MODE: The 
Parrot Minidrone flies smoothly anywhere and can go as 
fast as 18 kph/11 mph. With a single swipe of your finger, 
the Minidrone turns 90° and 180°, and with a single click, 
it performs acrobatic 360° forward and backward flips in 
the air. 
Designed for safe flying and sailing, Hydrofoil Drone is 
fitted with a propeller circuit-breaker in case of collision. 
With Parrot Hydrofoil Drone, you can now fly and sail as 
you feel!

FreeFlight 3 
The FreeFlight 3 App is available on the Apple Store and 
Google Play Store. 
The app offers intuitive control from your smartphone 
or tablet and connects to your Hydrofoil Drone through 
Bluetooth® Smart. 
FreeFlight 3 is used to control all Parrot Minidrones.

#MiniDronesBigFun  
In Aquatic mode, Parrot Hydrofoil Drone is balanced 
and self-stabilizing. The steering is simple, attach the 
removable nautical structure to your Minidrone and 
conquer the aquatic world.  

Enhanced capacities
Customize your Parrot Hydrofoil Drone with stickers
Fast-charging in only 25 minutes with a 2.6 A charger (not 
included)

An antenna has been integrated in the Minidrone to 
increase the maneuvering range.                                                                                                              
In flight mode, Parrot Hydrofoil Drone boasts superior 
flight stability thanks to its 3-axis gyroscope and accele-
rometer. This ultra-sophisticated technology makes the 
Hydrofoil Drone one of the most stable quadricopters on 
the market.
2 characters available.



Dimensions & weight
Dimensions with Hydrofoil: 320 x 340 x 140 mm
Dimensions without Hydrofoil:  150 x 150 x 40 mm
Weight without Hydrofoil: 58 g
Weight with Hydrofoil: 247g

Box content
1x Hydrofoil Drone
1x Battery
1x USB to Micro USB cable
1x Set of stickers
1x Hydrofoil structure
1x Quick Start Guide

Technical specifications

Structure
EPP and polyamide

Ultrasound range
Sensor measures up to 13 vertical feet

Directional stability
4 engines
3-axis gyroscope 
Barometer
3-axis accelerometer +/-50mg precision
Engine circuit-breaker in the event of contact with pro-
pellers

Memory
Flash memory 1GB

Camera
Mini camera 
Snapshot VGA (480x640) 300,000 pixels

Specific Features
Dedicated Hydrofoil removable structure

Speed
Precision hovering
Up to 18 kph/11 mph (air); Up to 10kph/6.2 mph (water)

Connectivity
Connection via Bluetooth® Smart/ Bluetooth V4.0 BLE

Bluetooth range
Max distance : Range: 20 m/65 ft

App
Controlled with FreeFlight 3 app

Battery
Removable, rechargeable Lithium-Polymer 550 mAh 
battery
9 min life battery (7 min with structure)
Fast charging in 25 minutes with a 2.6 A charger (not 
included)

OS
OS Linux Built-in; SDK available for developers


